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This study examines the compatibility of Islam and entrepreneurship from the Qur’an and Sunnah by 
assessing the Islamic view on innovativeness, proactiveness and risks taking that are often considered 
the key components that measure forms of entrepreneurial orientations. It is discovered that all the 
variables are enjoined by Islam thus, it is concluded that Islam and Entrepreneurship are highly 
compatible. Therefore, the study recommends Muslims to fully engage in the search and acquisition of 
knowledge because, all the variables are knowledge-bound and equally, knowledge acquisition is the 
fundamental teaching of Islam.    
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INTRODUCTION 
Entrepreneurship and economic development are inseparable in terms of achieving the indices of 
socio-economic development objectives of poverty reduction and wealth creation hence, 
entrepreneurship is indispensable to growth and sustainability, wellbeing and progress of humanity. 
Therefore, although there is no such thing as zero level of entrepreneurship, more entrepreneurially 
characterized nations are socioeconomically better (Desai, 2007).  
However, in the contemporary academic debates, Islam is opposed of being impediment to 
entrepreneurship (Kuran, 2008) as a result, evidently, the non-Muslim countries seem to be more 
entrepreneurial than the Muslim nations (Hassan & Hippler, 2014; Khan, 2016; Sagagi, 2015). Although, 
several studies such as Acemoglu & Robinson (2013), Gümüsay (2015), Vargas-Hernández, Noruzi, & 
Sariolghalam (2010), Faizal, Ridhwan, & Kalsom (2013), have opposed the proposition that Islam 
opposes entrepreneurship because, the relationship is largely spurious and in fact, Islam offers the 
necessary institutions that support entrepreneurship (Rehman & Askari in Sagagi, 2015; Vargas-
Hernández et al., 2010). Nonetheless, none of the studies have studied the key components of 
entrepreneurship from the fundamental roots of Islam-the Qur’an and Sunnah thus, the findings become 
less impactful.  
Therefore, this study seeks examining the two distinct hypothetical views on the relationship 
between Islam and entrepreneurship, by assessing the key entrepreneurial components from the Qur’an 
and Sunnah, to determine ‘relational’ compatibility or otherwise. 
              
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Entrepreneurship 
While entrepreneurship symbolizes steadfastness and ‘economic’ achievement (Vargas-
Hernández et al., 2010), it is not only an economic function but, also a social process that creates value 
for many different people in a wide variety of contexts (Sagagi, Anyanwu, Aliu, & Abimbola, 2012). 




higher the entrepreneurial undertakings in an economy, the more enterprises produce, and the more 
inputs in the form of raw materials, labor and other supplies are required and consequently, the more 
exploitable opportunities are created for others and competitiveness improved (Kuran, 2008; Sefalafala, 
2013).  
Yet, entrepreneurship is multifaceted hence, Stokes, Wilson & Mador, in Sagagi et al. (2012), 
group the multitude of entrepreneurship proportions into three dimensional frameworks of Behaviors, 
Processes and Outcomes. Behavior dimension focuses on behavioral traits that entrepreneurs possess 
and distinguish them from others (in propensity to opportunity exploitation) and which they use to impact 
positively on the society (Adetokunbo, 2010; Duru, 2011). As a process, entrepreneurial activities are 
essential for socioeconomic development (Dellape, 2012). To outcome dimension, the consequence of 
entrepreneurship (as a process or set of behaviors) is the core; mainly understood in terms of disrupting 
current market condition (Hisrich et al, 2010; Kurya & Kurfi, 2010). Thus, by and large, entrepreneurship 
is manifested in opportunity exploitation, risk-taking, and destructive creativity (Gümüsay, 2015).  
Therefore, entrepreneurship involves the search and exploitation of ‘economic’ opportunities 
through the recombination of resources while bearing the risk in the undertaking; hence, it fits perfectly 
‘well’ with free enterprise system because, the ultimate goal of both is socioeconomic development 
(Acemoglu & Robinson, 2013; Gümüsay, 2015; Kuratko & Audretsch, 2009).  
Entrepreneurship is practised in various forms and not all is the same (Blank, 2011). However, 
there is insurmountable consensus that innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk taking are the key 
components that measure forms of all entrepreneurial orientations (Duarte, 2011; Ejdys, 2016; Miller, 
1983; Sefalafala, 2013).  
 
Innovativeness, Proactiveness, and Risk Taking: The Key Entrepreneurship Components 
 
Innovativeness, Proactiveness and Risk-taking essentially differentiate firm from the industry 
rivals, enhance business life quality and expectancy, and facilitate competitiveness (Abubakar & Zainol, 
2015; Omachonu & Einspruch, 2010; Reguia, 2014).   
Innovativeness represents the attitude of linking resources to economically support new ideas, 
novelty, experimentation, and creative processes to depart from the established practices (Ejdys, 2016; 
Reguia, 2014; Sefalafala, 2013). It follows the process of diagnosis (theory, analysis, or policy-setting) to 
generate idea; design (specification, solution-building, or development) for idea incubation; execution for 
implementation (pilot testing or demonstration); and diffusion (multiple implementation or replication) (De 
Flander, 2016; Pelz, Munson & Jenstrom, 1978). By implication, innovativeness requires knowledge and 
learning capacity to facilitate flexibility and adaptability (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2013; Robbins & Judge, 
2007). 
Innovativeness varies (Garcia & Calantone, 2001; Reguia, 2014) however, generally it guides 
decision making, increases confidence, and reduces the risk of unexpected events; more so, it disrupts 
existing market condition and stimulates demand thereby, giving access to larger market and leadership 
(Ejdys, 2016; Sefalafala, 2013). So, innovativeness is the principal mean for exploiting entrepreneurial 
opportunities and gaining competitive edges and absence of it, is akin to losing ground to competitors, 
losing key staff, or simply operating inefficiently (Lafley & Charan, 2008; Tracy & Chee, 2013; Abubakar & 
Zainol, 2015).  
On proactiveness, self-initiated efforts are taken to bring about desired future (Parker, Bindl, & 
Strauss,  2010). It allows the discovery of latent customer need, allowing the creation of new market 
arena that others have not recognized, or actively sought to have exploited; thus, the product introduced 
is innovative from the perspective of the firm, the industry and the market (Kuratko & Audretsch, 2009; 
Narver, Slater, and MacLachlan, 2004; Thomas & Michael, 1999; Westhead & Wright, 2013). 
Therefore, although innovativeness is the principal to competitively advantageous position 
(Olusola, 2012; Kuratko & Audretsch, 2009), it lasts only when the firm is proactive in taking actions that 
keep the business away from vulnerability (Narver et al, 2004) because, proactive firms make things 
happen by anticipating and preventing problems, creating and seizing opportunities (Djordjevic, 2013; 
Parker et al., 2010).  
Proactiveness requires proactive personality, personal initiatives, self-efficacy, and personal 
responsibility (Crant, 2000; Goerdel, 2005; Lin, Lu, Chen & Chen, 2014). At organizational level, secure-




as it positively predicts employees’ proactive work behavior by increasing their role breadth self-efficacy, 
autonomous motivation and personal responsibility (Wu & Parker, 2014).  
Risk taking as the third component of entrepreneurial orientation is positively associated with 
proactiveness and innovation (Naldi, Nordqvist, Sjoberg, & Wiklund, 2007). It represents the willingness 
to withstand uncertainty in the exploration of new ideas, advocating unconventional or unpopular 
positions, or tackling extremely challenging problems without obvious solutions (Eisenberger, 2014). 
However, as the change in the pace of information and communication technology (ICT) expands, 
competition intensifies hence, the pressure for business to demonstrate higher value increases, taking 
risk to venture into unconventional is fundamental for business survival (Eisenberger, 2014; Wang & 
Poutziouris, 2010).   
However, self-confidence, perceived competence and risk propensity influence individual’s risk-
taking behavior (Eisenberger, 2014). At firm level, size of the firm, sector affiliation and ownership 
structure influence the tendency of risk taking (Brustbauer, 2016). 
 
Innovativeness, Proactiveness, and Risk Taking in Islam 
 
Islam, the second world’s largest religion (Gümüsay, 2015; Vargas-Hernández et al., 2010), 
manifests complete submission to the will of Allah (God) and obedience to His law in effect, to safeguard 
man's peace, purity, harmony and progress (Armstrong, 2001; Mufti, 2015; Stacey, 2011).  
In the modern-day, Islam is traced to the religion preached by Prophet Muhammad, peace be 
upon him (PBUH) who is seen (by Muslims) as the final messenger of Allah’s revelation (Ludwig in 
Vargas-Hernández et al., 2010). However, historically, all true forms of past religion have been Islamic 
and all prophets of the past preached the same Islamic faith (Hamblin, 2002).  
There are four main sources of law in Islam: Qur’an, Sunnah (sayings, actions and tacit approvals 
of the Prophet PBUH), Ijma’ (consensus of Islamic jurists) and Qiyas (analogical deductions); further 
grouped into primary (main) and secondary sources (Farooq, 2013). Qur’an and Sunnah are the main 
source, while Ijma’ and Qiyas are the secondary source (Huda, 2016). 
Qur’an as a primary source consists of fixed and unchangeable texts translated (into action) by 
the Sunnah; while the secondary source is no more than the application of the primary source to 
changing social, economic and political conditions (Woodman, 2004).  
In the Qur’an (6:38, Translated by M. Khan), Allah says, nothing is neglected in the Book 
(Qur’an). This suggests, everything is provided lucidly in the Qur’an, or implicitly signaled but interpreted 
by the Sunnah, or implicit and not interpreted by the Sunnah rather, manifested over time. And (it is He 
who creates) horses and mules and assess for you to ride, as well as for (their) beauty: and He will yet 
create things of which (today) you have no knowledge (Qur’an 16:8, Translated by M. Asad). This 
includes all modern means of transport (they were not in existence during the revelation of the Qur’an and 
not interpreted by the Sunnah and invariably, signifies element of entrepreneurial undertaking) (Yahya, 
2010). 
 
Innovativeness in the Qur’an and Sunnah 
 
In Islam, innovation signifies an act without precedence (Stacey, 2013); further classified into 
praiseworthy (rooted in Islamic law) and condemnatory (Abd-Allah, 2006). Qur’an has challenged men 
and jinn to explore through the regions of the heavens and the earth; …not without authority shall ye be 
able to pass! (Qur’an 55:33, Translated by Y. Ali). Passing beyond the zones of the heavens and the 
earth was unprecedented however, the Qur’an implicitly signaled that it is possible but, only with the 
authority from Allah, and which is the exploration of ‘innovative’ knowledge. The Prophet PBUH also says 
about he who inaugurates a good practice in Islam that he would earn the reward of it and of all who 
perform it after him, without diminishing their own rewards (Sunan at-Tirmidhi, Vol. 5, Book 39, Hadith 
2675). Thus, every act to improve people’s living standard is strongly enjoined by Islam (Edwars, 2012). 
 On cross-pollinating on date palms, which seemed innovative to the Prophet PBUH, he was 
reported to have said: “If that will benefit them, then they should practice it…”; “I am only a human being. 
When I command you with something regarding your religion, accept it. When I command you with 
something from my own opinion, then I am only a human being”; “You know best the affairs of your 




Muslims are therefore, enjoined vividly to be open and more receptive to innovativeness 
particularly, in world affairs to make life simpler and easier because, what underpins innovations is mostly 
the intention to improve the quality of people’s life (Hashim, 2011). Sahih al-Bukhari (Book 78, Chapter 
80, Hadith 6128) reported Prophet PBUH to have enjoined Muslims to make things easy and not difficult 
for the people. 
Above is buttressed by the works of early predecessor Muslims in the compilation and 
introduction of dots and diacritical marks in the Qur’an itself, essentially to make it easier especially, for 
non-Arabs to read (Huda, 2017). Along with the first university, through surgical innovations, to modern 
empirical, experimental and quantitative approach to scientific inquiry, were among Muslim innovations 
that have shaped today’s world (Christ, 2015; Copoglu, 2015; Garrison et al., UD; Paknik, 2006; Sterns, 
2010). 
 
Proactiveness in the Qur’an and Sunnah 
 
Proactiveness in Islam signifies competition or racing in achieving good deeds which combines 
the elements of both thinking (i.e. farsightedness) and action (i.e. to haste in achieving the thought) 
(Musa, 2013). Hence, it is an attribute of healthy attitude and good time management skills (Derya, 2013); 
and being proactive is the primary determining factor for ‘Muslim’ life’s effectiveness (Yusuf, 2011). 
Healthy attitude is understood in terms of bearing the responsibility of taking actions from the 
realistic thinking perspective, which enables the building of solid foundations on facts (Maxwell, 2003). 
Thus, in supporting healthy attitude, Qur’an and Sunnah extend clear guidelines for taking actions and 
bearing responsibilities (Musofer, 2013). O you who believe! Take care of your ownselves (Qur’an 5:105, 
Translated by M. Khan); Allah does not change a people’s lot unless they change what is in their hearts 
(Quran 13:11, Y. Ali); …nor can the bearer of a burden bear the burden of another (Qur’an 17:15, M.H. 
Shakir); And no burdened soul can bear another’s burden…(Qur’an 35:18, M.M. Pickthal); WHOEVER 
does what is just and right, does so for his own good (Qur’an 41:46, M. Asad); That man can have 
nothing but what he strives for (Qur’an 53:39, Y. Ali); Every soul is a pledge for its own deeds (Qur’an 
74:38, M.M. Pickthal). Moreover, even though putting trust in Allah is of the cardinals of Islam (Ullah, 
2012), the teaching of the Sunnah is proactiveness before putting trust in Allah. For example, Prophet 
PBUH told a man to tie his camel first, then he (the man) puts his trust in Allah (Sunan at-Tirmidhi Vol. 4, 
Book 35, Hadith 2517).  
On time management skill, Islam stresses on its accomplishment to live a fulfilled life via 
planning, prioritization, and concentration, as evidenced in the tradition of the Prophet PBUH of 
concentration on uni-task at a time (Basem, 2014; Razi, 2016). To show the importance of time, Allah 
takes oath by various segments of time. For example, Qur’an 89:1; 92:1; 93:1; 103:1 and obviously, 
anything swears by Allah, is a tremendous matter. 
In addition, apart from the word of testimony, every pillar of Islam (prayer, fasting, giving alms and 
pilgrimage) is time-bound hence, technically, every Muslim is to be good time conscious. It was reported 
that, on the day of resurrection, man’s feet would not move till he is questioned about certain matters 
including how he spent his lifetime and youthfulness. Hence, according to authenticated hadith (Elias, 
2012), the Prophet PBUH advised (Muslims) to take the benefit of five before five: youthfulness before 
your old age, health before sickness, wealth before poverty, free time before one is preoccupied, and life 
before death. 
 
Risk Taking in the Qur’an and Sunnah 
 
Risk as the possibility of an adverse outcome is the essential part of business and thus, integral 
to the Islamic modes of commerce, as it is intrinsically meant for the preservation and development of 
wealth (Agha & Sabirzyanov, 2015; Al-Suwailem, 2011; Mirakhor, 2010). Nonetheless, there are two 
types of risk in Islam: Lawful risk is associated with normal economic transactions, i.e. value-adding and 
wealth-creating activities; and unlawful risk is associated with zero-sum activities, where no net additional 
wealth is created-such as gambling (Al-Suwailem, 2011). Thus, in principles, no reward without risk and 
with profit comes liability (Alaeddin, UD). 
Islam encourages trading, and it signifies all exchanges and inherently, no trade is void of risk 
(Hassan & Lewis, 2014; Ramadani, Dana, Gërguri-Rashiti, & Ratten, 2016). Quran says, Allah has 




property falsely, except that it be a trading by mutual consent (Qur’an 4:29, M.H. Shakir). The Prophet 
PBUH also characterized the most virtuous earning as the honest sale or a man’s work with his hands 
(Musnad Ahmad, hadith 15523). Further, conventionally ‘successful’ entrepreneurs rely more on shared 
thinking rather than solo thinking (Maxwell, 2003) to enable an informed risk taking; similarly, is the 
instruction in Islam. …and take counsel with them in the affair… (Qur’an 3:159, M.H. Shakir); hence, 
Prophet PBUH used to seek the opinions of his companions (in all matters) (Ahmed, Ahsani & Siddiqui, 
2005).    
Therefore, Islam strongly encourages the risk to venture into forms of trading and vehemently 
discourages idleness, laziness, or dependence attitude. Thus, investment in time and efforts to 
productively utilize human and material resources is a religious obligation in Islam (Sagagi, 2015). Thus, 
Elias (2012) states that, in a hadith narrated by Bukhari and Muslim the Prophet PBUH says that, a 
person to carry a bundle of firewood on back and sell it, would be better than begging ‘someone’ who 
may or may not give him anything. 
 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 
While innovativeness, proactiveness and risk taking are the essential elements of ‘conventional’ 
entrepreneurship, it is in no way that they are opposed by Islam in fact, from the foregoing they are 
deeply rooted in the Qur’an and Sunnah; thus, Islam and entrepreneurship are compatible. Though, 
however, Muslim nations have not been able to create robust economies that are fully integrated to global 
opportunities, according to Rehman & Askari in Sagagi (2015), Islamic countries are not as Islamic in 
their practice. And Qur’an (2:85, Y. Ali) states that the reward of those who believe in a part of the Book 
and reject the rest is the disgrace in the life of this world. Therefore, Muslims’ entrepreneurial challenge 
requires adherence to Islamic teaching, and the fundamental teaching in Islam is knowledge acquisition 
(Qur’an 2:30-31; 20:114; 21:7; 39:9; 58:11; 35:28). Knowledge affects the attitudinal attributes of 
cognition, affection and behaviour thus, suitable in guiding human behavior, and people operate within 
the context of their knowledge (Rescher, 2003; Russell, 1926; Stanley and Krakauer, 2013). Hence, in a 
study conducted by Chen, Su & Wu (2012) found education to have significant relationship with 
entrepreneurship component and as a result, all the key components are knowledge-bounds. 
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